

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE SUMMARY:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On Wednesday, September 27, 2006, at approximately 1:00 P.M., Colorado Bureau of Investigation (CBI) Agents assigned to the Denver office responded to the Platte Canyon High School campus regarding a possible hostage situation. CBI Agents arrived at the Platte Canyon High School at approximately 2:00 P.M. Division Director JOHNSON met with Park County Sheriff FRED WEGENER and Eleventh Judicial District Attorney MOLLY CHELSON regarding the on-going incident. Sheriff WEGENER and District Attorney CHELSON requested that CBI assist with the criminal investigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBI Agents worked closely with representatives from the Park County Sheriff's Office (PCSO), Eleventh Judicial District Attorney's Office, Jefferson County Sheriff's Office (JCSO), the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (BATF), and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Agents from the four regional CBI offices, Denver, Durango, Montrose and Pueblo, also responded to the incident at Platte Canyon High School.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial reports indicated that an unknown male, armed with a handgun, had entered Platte Canyon High School at approximately 11:40 A.M. and was holding several students hostage in classroom 206. Additional reports indicated the suspect was in possession of explosives, which he threatened to detonate if law enforcement attempted to intervene. The suspect had discharged at least one round from the handgun while inside classroom 206.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional law enforcement resources originating from the Colorado State Patrol, Colorado Division of Wildlife, and Clear Creek County Sheriff's office responded to the scene as the hostage crisis developed. Many of these assets were directed to establish an outer perimeter surrounding the campus and to man roadblocks along US Highway 285. The investigation later revealed that the PCSO communications center received a 911 call at approximately 11:41 A.M. originating from a member of the Platte Canyon High School administration. The caller related that a male subject, armed with a handgun, had entered classroom 206 located within the English Pod. The subject had reportedly discharged the firearm and was holding several students hostage within the classroom. A staff member issued a “Code White” alert over the school intercom system and the high school and middle school went into total lock down.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PCSO uniformed deputies arrived at the campus within minutes of the initial 911 call. Four PCSO deputies immediately responded to classroom 206 and secured the only entry/exit to the classroom. The deputies formed an inner perimeter-surrounding classroom 206 and noted that the interior lights to the room had been extinguished. The deputies obtained a limited visual into the interior of classroom 206 via a narrow window adjacent to the door. Initial observations revealed that the suspect, later identified as DUANE ROGER MORRISON, Date of Birth 07/23/53, was holding a handgun to the head of a female hostage. The deputies confronted the suspect and ordered him to drop the handgun and to release the hostage. MORRISON refused to comply with their orders and demanded that the deputies leave the area suggesting he had “three pounds of C-4” plastic explosives in his possession. MORRISON was further overheard to state, “think what that would do to the school.”

The deputies maintained their positions overlooking the doorway and began efforts to negotiate with MORRISON. MORRISON did not respond to the deputies’ efforts to solicit conversation nor did MORRISON offer any insight regarding any possible demands or motive surrounding the hostage situation. It was further determined that the suspect was holding seven female students hostage.

Additional PCSO personnel responded to the scene and secured an outer perimeter surrounding the English pod. Sheriff’s deputies then met with school administration and coordinated the evacuation of the remaining students and staff from the school’s interior. It was learned that Platte Canyon High School staff had already initiated evacuation protocol upon the report of the hostage crisis. The Platte Canyon High School Evacuation and Safety plan consisted of teachers/staff sliding a green card under their respective classroom door(s) if their classrooms were secured or a red card if a problem existed within the room. During the evacuation proceedings, PCSO personnel would insert their department issued photo identification under the door signaling the instructor to unlock the door for their physical evacuation.

As the hostage crisis continued, additional requests were made for members of the Park County SWAT team and Hostage Negotiators to respond to the scene. It was further agreed among the first responders that deadly force was authorized if an opportunity to terminate the hostage crisis presented itself. It was also determined that a formal request for mutual aid was to be initiated and that members of the JCSD Bomb Disposal Unit be summoned to the scene in response to MORRISON’S threats to detonate an explosive device.

During the initial stages of the hostage crisis, MORRISON asked a number of the students their names. MORRISON then directed all of the male students, several of the female students and the classroom’s instructor to exit the room. The classroom’s instructor confronted MORRISON and said she was responsible for the students and could not leave without the remaining students. MORRISON demanded that the instructor leave, further threatening to harm the students if she did not comply. MORRISON advised the instructor that he was in possession of an explosive device. As
the instructor left the classroom, MORRISON was observed to extinguish the lights and re-position the backpack. MORRISON was further heard to tell the remaining female hostages not to tamper with the backpack as it contained explosives. MORRISON ordered the remaining seven female hostages to remain positioned with their faces against the blackboard.

At approximately 12:15 P.M., a female hostage was released by suspect MORRISON. The hostage was escorted from the facility and debriefed regarding her observations while being held captive within room 206. The hostage added the suspect was seen to remove a handgun from his waistband. According to the hostage, the suspect began to wave the handgun around and randomly pointed the weapon at the students. The students and instructor complied with MORRISON'S demands and positioned themselves along the blackboard. A short time later, additional students, unaware of the situation in room 206, attempted to enter the room. MORRISON became highly agitated and demanded that the incoming students leave. MORRISON was further observed to discharge one round from the handgun in an obvious effort to intimidate the students.

The hostage further related that MORRISON began to systematically remove individual hostages from the blackboard and escort the girls deeper into the classroom's interior. The hostage indicated she overheard a number of the girls sobbing and pleading with MORRISON while in his immediate control. The hostage related that MORRISON eventually removed her from the blackboard and forced her to an adjacent wall. MORRISON then began to sexually assault her. When the hostage attempted to resist MORRISON'S efforts, MORRISON responded by placing the muzzle of the handgun against her neck and advised her that he would kill her if she continued to resist.

The hostage stated that during her captivity, she overheard law enforcement attempting to solicit conversation from MORRISON. The officers inquired as to the welfare of the students and asked if MORRISON was willing to release the hostages. MORRISON eventually responded by directing her to exit the classroom. The hostage advised that upon her departure, she witnessed another student in MORRISON'S immediate control. The hostage related the other hostage's pants were unbuttoned and unzipped and that the student was sobbing.

The information gathered from the initial hostage was disseminated to members in the incident command and the deputies staged outside room 206. Attempts at negotiations with MORRISON continued as the crisis developed. At approximately 12:30 P.M., the first elements of the JCSO began to arrive at the Platte Canyon campus. The JCSO officials conferred with members of the PCSO incident command. A schematic of the school's floor plan was obtained to better assist in the deployment of law enforcement and first responder assets. An attendance list was generated by school administration to better determine the number and identities of the remaining hostages. The incident command center was relocated from the campus complex across US Highway 285.
As additional resources arrived, JCSO SWAT officers transitioned to the inner perimeter surrounding room 206. The JCSO SWAT team eventually assumed situational and tactical control surrounding room 206. The SWAT officers were augmented by JCSO hostage negotiators and members of the JCSO Bomb Disposal Unit.

Between the hours of 12:35 P.M. and 1:45 P.M., four additional hostages were released from classroom 206. The hostages appeared to be released sporadically throughout the hostage crisis. Each hostage was escorted from the classroom to awaiting investigators in an effort to obtain updated criminal and tactical intelligence. The hostages' individual observations and experiences corroborated the initial report provided by the first hostage. Each of the four hostages corroborated the existence of a large backpack that MORRISON advised contained plastic explosives. The hostages related that MORRISON was overheard threatening to detonate the device if law enforcement attempted to intervene.

According to victim statements, MORRISON continually menaced the remaining hostages with a semi-automatic handgun and displayed sporadic fits of rage, periodically screaming at the remaining hostages and threatening to blow-up the school. The four released hostages each recounted their respective sexual assaults at the hands of MORRISON.

According to hostage statements, MORRISON had suggested that the students attempt contact with their immediate families via their cellular phones. The last hostage released from room 206 informed officers that MORRISON had retreated to the far wall overlooking the doorway. MORRISON had placed his back to the wall and had positioned the remaining two hostages immediately in front of him.

It became evident to both PCSO and JCSO negotiators that MORRISON was increasingly utilizing the hostages to communicate with law enforcement. MORRISON denied negotiators' attempts to foster communication via the introduction of special "drop telephone" system and refused direct contact with the landline within room 206. Negotiators further attempted telephonic contact with a hostage's cellular phone but were unsuccessful.

Sniper and observer elements were also positioned across the library in an effort to gain a visual into the room. Tactical officers and incident command discussed their mutual concerns regarding the lack of light within room 206 and the corresponding approach of nightfall. JCSO Bomb Disposal team members responded to the inner perimeter and began constructing the necessary components in anticipation of a possible explosive breach into room 206.

JCSO SWAT officers staged outside room 206 deployed a pole mirror. The device offered a very restricted view into the room's interior. Additional efforts to deploy a fiber-optic camera were unsuccessful due to the lack of illumination within the room. Sometime during the deployment of the fiber-optic camera, suspect MORRISON became
aware of its existence and became highly agitated, demanding the officers withdraw the device. MORRISON'S fit of rage and the hostages' panicked reactions following its discovery could be overheard by the officers staged outside room 206.

At approximately 3:32 P.M., the verbal negotiations surrounding the hostage crisis had stalled. MORRISON failed to respond directly and utilized the two remaining hostages to communicate with law enforcement. The hostages were overheard to say that law enforcement would have to wait until 4:00 P.M. that afternoon. The hostages conveyed that the crisis would be over at "4:00 P.M." Negotiators asked for MORRISON to comment on the significance of the 4:00 P.M. deadline but he refused to respond.

Hostage negotiators and incident command staff discussed their mutual concerns regarding the pre-determined "4:00 P.M. conclusion" referred to by MORRISON. It was feared that the "4:00 P.M. conclusion" was the time in which the explosive device was to be detonated or that MORRISON was going to initiate some other violent action. Incident Command staff further learned from the explosives technicians that in order to safely disarm a potential explosive device, the device would have to be examined well in advance or well after the suspected detonation time.

Members of the Incident Command Staff, to include PCSO Sheriff WEGENER, PCSO Undersheriff GORE, JCSO Sheriff MINK, JCSO Undersheriff FLEER, JCSO Division Chief SHRADER, JCSO Captain DOMENICO and JCSO SWAT Commander POCSIK all agreed that law enforcement needed to intervene and attempt a rescue of the remaining hostages. This collective decision was further confirmed by Eleventh Judicial District Attorney MOLLY CHILSON and Deputy District Attorney SHAWN PARIS.

Following the Incident Command staff's collective decision to intervene, the decision for entry was communicated to the JCSO SWAT team. The tactical entry was initiated at approximately 3:35 P.M., preceded by an explosive breach of the classroom door and the detonation of a water impulse charge positioned along the south wall of classroom 206. Two additional simultaneous diversions were also deployed to include a "flash bang" (diversionary concussion grenade) and a physical porting of the only window located in room 206.

The water impulse charge was designed as a distraction to provide SWAT personnel visual access as well as an additional "gun port" into the room’s interior. The explosive breach of the door was designed and implemented to provide a physical means of entering the doorway, which had been locked during the hostage crisis. It was learned that all of the above detailed devices performed as designed.
Morrison and the hostages were located on the west side of the room.

During entry, the SWAT officers advanced on MORRISON'S position along the far wall. It was learned through interviews of the SWAT team officers, that MORRISON was seated immediately behind hostage EMILY KEYES, leaving only half of MORRISON'S head visible. MORRISON was seen holding KEYES' head in his left arm. MORRISON was observed pressing the muzzle of his handgun to the right side of KEYES' head. The remaining hostage was seen to run from her earlier position and was grabbed by SWAT personnel and rushed to safety. The SWAT officers recounted that as they continued their advance on MORRISON'S position, MORRISON shot EMILY KEYES in the right side of her head. As MORRISON was raising the weapon, SWAT officers simultaneously fired on him.

It was later determined that a total of three rounds were fired by the SWAT officers, one (1) round striking MORRISON in the head and two (2) rounds striking him in the right shoulder. It was also discovered that MORRISON fired a self inflicted gunshot wound to his head. MORRISON was pronounced dead on scene at 3:57 P.M.
EMILY KEYES was airlifted to Saint Anthony’s Central Hospital where she was later pronounced dead at 4:32 P.M.

This critical incident involved the use of deadly force by law enforcement officers. The officer involved shooting aspect of this investigation was handled by the First Judicial District Critical Incident Team and has been documented under a separate report.

During the hostage crisis, MORRISON had claimed that his backpack contained C4 plastic explosive. SWAT officers responded by removing all the backpacks and bags from classroom 206 and the adjacent hallway. These articles were transported outside the school to awaiting bomb squad technicians. The officers also located a number of plastic bags resembling possible explosive devices. These fabricated devices were eventually determined to be inert. At 3:52 P.M., and 4:35 P.M., bomb squad officers conducted searches of the classroom for explosive devices. No explosive devices were discovered. The backpack that DUANE MORRISON took into classroom 206 was located on the grass outside the main entrance. Found inside the backpack were rolls of duct tape, handcuffs, knives, stun gun, rope, scissors, massage oil, a dildo, a vibrator and numerous rounds of ammunition.

At 5:11 P.M., a Laboratory Agent from CBI, the Park County Coroner and two members of the JCSO Bomb Squad entered classroom 206. MORRISON’S body was searched for explosives and his wallet was removed. No explosives were found. At 6:15 P.M., JCSO Bomb Squad team members conducted cursory searches of the remainder of the building for any suspicious or explosive devices. No devices were found during this search.

During the investigative process, a review of the Platte Canyon High School security video system revealed that MORRISON had conducted pre-surveillance of the school on September 26, 2006 at 11:32 A.M. Additional review of the security video revealed MORRISON’S vehicle in the same lot again on the morning of September 27, 2006 at 8:42 A.M. MORRISON’S vehicle left shortly thereafter and returned to the parking lot at 9:44 A.M.

**AUTOPSY OF EMILY KEYES**

On Thursday, September 28, 2006, the autopsy of EMILY KEYES was conducted by Dr. MICHAEL DOBERSON, Arapahoe County Coroner. The autopsy report on EMILY KEYES revealed the following:

**PATHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSES**
A perforating contact gunshot wound to the head, direction of fire is from right to left.

**OPINION**
“At autopsy, there were no other injuries which could be considered a contributing cause of death. Her death is attributed to severe craniocerebral trauma due to a perforating
contact gunshot wound to the head. Toxicologic analyses of bodily fluids obtained at the time of autopsy were essentially negative.”

**AUTOPSY OF DUANE MORRISON**

On Thursday, September 28, 2006, the autopsy of DUANE MORRISON was conducted by Dr. MICHAEL DOBERSON, Arapahoe County Coroner. The autopsy report on DUANE MORRISON revealed the following:

**PATHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSES**

1. Perforating gunshot wound to the head, direction of fire is from right to left.
2. Penetrating contact gunshot wound to the head, direction of fire is right to left.
3. Perforating gunshot wounds (two (2) in number) to the right shoulder, direction of fire is front to back.
4. Superficial gunshot associated injury to the right hand.

**OPINION**

“His death is attributed to severe craniocerebral trauma due to gunshot wounds (two (2) in number) to the head. Two other gunshot wounds to the right shoulder were seen at autopsy along with a gunshot associated injury to the left hand. Toxicological analyses of body fluids obtained at the time of autopsy were remarkable for a trace amount of opiates on a urine drug screen. A blood drug screen was negative.”

**SUBSEQUENT INVESTIGATION**

On Thursday, September 28, 2006, Special Agents with the BATF initiated firearm traces on the two handguns recovered from MORRISON in classroom 206. The handguns were identified as a Glock 22 .40 caliber semi-automatic pistol and a Smith & Wesson .357 caliber revolver.

The trace of the Glock Model 22 .40 caliber semi-automatic pistol revealed it was purchased on 10/31/2000 by DALE ALAN ERVIN JR. The investigation later revealed that DALE ERVIN JR is the nephew of DUANE MORRISON. It was determined that ERVIN JR purchased the weapon on the behalf of DUANE MORRISON who was present with ERVIN JR, at the time of purchase. ERVIN JR later admitted to having transferred the weapon to MORRISON after leaving the place of purchase.

The trace of the Smith & Wesson Model 66 .357 caliber revolver revealed it was purchased on 12/03/2001 by ARIEL GURION. GURION sold the revolver to MORRISON in the fall of 2001. The serial number on the weapon matched the serial number of a .357 revolver that MORRISON had reported stolen on 05/31/2005.
In the days following hostage crisis, law enforcement recovered three additional firearms outside the Platte Canyon campus. Two of the aforementioned firearms, identified as a Colt AR-15 .223 caliber assault rifle and a Browning .270 caliber bolt action rifle, were recovered north of the campus along US Highway 285. The third and final firearm, determined to be a Smith & Wesson .44 caliber revolver, was recovered south of the campus along the Ben Tyler hiking trail. All of the detailed weapons were discovered in separate, secluded locations concealed in underbrush. All of the weapons were directly associated to MORRISON.

A trace of the firearms initiated by the BATF revealed the AR-15 was purchased on 11/22/1999 by RUPA ANN MARIA KING, niece of MORRISON. KING refused to talk to law enforcement about the purchase of this weapon or how DUANE MORRISON came to possess it. The serial number on the weapon matched the serial number of an AR-15 assault rifle that MORRISON had reported stolen on 05/31/2005.

The Browning .270 rifle was purchased on 03/20/1975 by DANIEL CRANE. CRANE was interviewed and related that he sold the weapon in 1991 or 1992 to a DOLORES SANDOVAL. This firearm was also reported stolen by MORRISON on 05/31/2005.

The Smith & Wesson .44 caliber revolver was purchased on 6/03/1999 by DALE ALAN ERVIN JR again on the behalf and under the direct supervision of DUANE MORRISON. Located among MORRISON’S remaining property on Friday, September 29, 2006, was a box of 26 .44 magnum cartridges.

It is unclear as to why MORRISON utilized DALE ERVIN JR and RUPA KING to purchase firearms for him. MORRISON was not a prohibited buyer and could have legally purchased the firearms under his own name.

It was later learned that MORRISON was known to have possessed at least fifteen firearms prior to the hostage incident. Subsequent investigation has since revealed that MORRISON had initiated a fictitious theft report with the Denver Police Department on May 31, 2005. In the report, MORRISON indicated that he had been the victim of a residential burglary that had occurred at his previous place of residence located at 1300 South Birch Street, in the City of Denver, Colorado.

In the report, MORRISON identified a total of fifteen firearms as having been stolen from his Birch Street residence. MORRISON continued to perpetrate the fictitious theft by initiating a fraudulent insurance claim. MORRISON collected over $10,000.00 following the fraudulent claim.

Investigators have since recovered four of the reported stolen firearms incident to the Platte Canyon hostage crisis. These firearms included the Smith & Wesson .357 caliber revolver, the Colt AR-15 .223 caliber rifle, the Browning .270 caliber bolt action rifle and the Smith & Wesson .44 caliber revolver. The whereabouts of MORRISON’S remaining
eleven (11) firearms are unknown at this time. The weapons have been entered into NCIC/CCIC as stolen by CBI.

This investigation has revealed that MORRISON filed a previous insurance claim in 1999. MORRISON reported to PCSO that unknown person(s) had broken into his Jeep and stole two (2) firearms along with other personal property. MORRISON was issued a check in the amount of $2,249.99 which was endorsed by MORRISON and signed over to DALE ERVIN JR. The whereabouts of these two (2) weapons are unknown at this time.

On Thursday, September 28, 2006, a member of DUANE MORRISON’S immediate family received a fourteen (14) page suicide letter authored by MORRISON. The letter, which originated from the Shawnee, Colorado Post Office located south of Platte Canyon High School. The letter postmarked September 27, 2006, contained commentary regarding MORRISON’S troubled childhood, alleged physical abuse and the deep depression he was experiencing. MORRISON also noted the location of his remaining property and the distribution of his remaining assets. MORRISON specifically stated in the suicide letter, “I also told JAMES that he may have my few remaining guns.” Investigation has since revealed that “JAMES” is JAMES KING, a nephew of DUANE MORRISON. JAMES KING has refused to talk to law enforcement regarding his relationship with MORRISON and the whereabouts of the mentioned firearms without the presence of an attorney. KING suggested that law enforcement provide him with an attorney.

**DUANE MORRISON**

Family members described DUANE MORRISON as an introvert suggesting he spent the vast majority of his free time alone or in the company of his nephews identified as DALE ERVIN JR. and JAMES KING IV. No recent romantic interests or relationships were discovered during this investigation.

It was revealed that MORRISON’S interests included camping, fishing, hunting, target shooting and 4-wheeling. MORRISON was known to frequent the National Forests located in Park County, Colorado. MORRISON often visited the areas surrounding Jefferson Lake, Sheep Mountain and Lost Park.

MORRISON was un-employed at the time of his death. MORRISON was previously employed by his brother-in-law, identified as DALE ERVIN SR. It was learned that DALE ERVIN SR had owned and operated a number of Amoco automobile service stations located throughout the Denver metropolitan area. MORRISON later worked as a framing subcontractor with his nephew’s, DALE ERVIN JR.’S contracting business. Most recently, MORRISON worked for Primative Fear, Incorporated, a haunted house business also owned by DALE ERVIN SR and operated by the ERVIN extended family. Records reflect that DUANE MORRISON was listed as a registered agent for Primative Fear at the time of his death. According to family members, MORRISON left Primative Fear on
his own accord in February 2006. This was the last time family members, with the exception of JUDY ERVIN, reported speaking with MORRISON. DALE ERVIN SR, DALE ERVIN JR, and STEVEN ERVIN all described MORRISON as a good employee.

DUANE MORRISON lived at 1300 Birch Street in Denver for approximately nine years until April 2006. Management described MORRISON as an excellent tenant until he was served an eviction notice on April 7, 2006, for failing to pay rent. MORRISON vacated the apartment and did not leave any forwarding information. Management advised that MORRISON had a large number of firearms in the second bedroom of his apartment and warned the maintenance staff not to go into that bedroom while performing routine maintenance. MORRISON advised apartment management that several of his firearms had been stolen from his apartment during a burglary in the summer of 2005.

On Tuesday, September 26, 2006, DUANE MORRISON spoke with his sister, JUDY ERVIN, via telephone. JUDY ERVIN reported that MORRISON cried during this conversation and told her that he didn’t know what he was going to do after hunting season. JUDY ERVIN also reported that she had told others that she felt MORRISON might kill himself. She did not however, think that he would hurt anyone else.

No family members or associates were able to explain a connection between DUANE MORRISON and Platte Canyon High School or EMILY KEYES. It was known that MORRISON spent a great deal of time in Park County during his outdoor pursuits. MORRISON’s frequent travels would have brought him in close proximity to the Platte Canyon High School campus.

**CRIMINAL HISTORY: DUANE MORRISON**

Criminal history reports reflect that on August 26, 1973, DUANE MORRISON was arrested by the Aurora Police Department for possession of marijuana and larceny. Disposition of the case is unknown.

On November 23, 2004, the Littleton Police Department was dispatched to Rocky Mountain Harley Davidson, (RMHD), regarding the complaint of telephone harassment. RMHD employee LINDA MORE reported that a subject identified as DUANE MORRISON had called and left a message referencing a catalogue he received in the mail. MORRISON identified himself by first and last name and was known to MORE as a dissatisfied customer who had made other harassing telephone calls to the store in the past. MORRISON had called on a prior date and spoke with LINDA MORE personally. During this conversation, MORRISON told MORE, “Do you want me to come down and shoot you personally?” When MORE told him no, he responded, “Well if I get one more fucking thing in my mail box, I will come down and kill you LINDA, now leave me the fuck alone.” On the message left on November 22, 2004, MORRISON threatened to come to the store with an assault rifle to see if that would “fix the problem.” Based on this information, the Littleton Police Department obtained an arrest warrant for DUANE MORRISON.
On July 11, 2006, DUANE MORRISON was arrested by the Lakewood Police Department for the warrant for harassment issued by the Littleton Police Department. MORRISON was also found to be in possession of approximately eight (8) grams of marijuana and a Glock .40 caliber handgun. MORRISON was charged with possession of marijuana and the weapon was inventoried for safekeeping.

INVESTIGATIVE LEADS

Investigators learned that MORRISON had purchased a motorcycle from the Rocky Mountain Harley Davidson dealership in December 2002. It was revealed that MORRISON was extremely dissatisfied with the outcome of the transaction. According to claims made by MORRISON in his fourteen-page suicide note, MORRISON had not received delivery of certain aftermarket accessories and services from the dealership that had been promised in the initial contract with the dealership. MORRISON further suggested the Rocky Mountain Harley Davidson dealership never made any efforts to resolve the dispute. MORRISON further stated on page nine of his suicide note, that “If things go as planned, I will try to make someone at the H.D. shop pay!”

While processing items recovered from classroom 206, investigators located the personal effects of EMILY KEYES. The items included EMILY KEYES’ backpack and ladies’ wallet. Investigators initiated an inventory of the items located within the wallet and noted the presence of a business card originating from the Rocky Mountain Harley Davidson Motor Company, located at 2885 West County Line Road, Littleton, Colorado.

The front of the card denoted the Rocky Mountain Harley Davidson business graphics and the name of the dealership’s Service Administrator, identified as VINCE FAZIO. The front of the business card also reflected the establishment’s address and business telephone number of (303) 703-2885.

Examination of the back of the card revealed the name of “LINDA SUE MORE” handwritten in uppercase, block format. Visual examination of the handwriting on the back of the business card revealed it to be consistent in appearance with the handwriting recovered from the suicide note authored by DUANE MORRISON. According to handwriting analysis conducted by the CBI laboratory, exemplars submitted from MORRISON, fall far short of that necessary to support a definitive conclusion.

Subsequent investigation revealed LINDA SUSAN MORE is employed by the Rocky Mountain Harley Davidson dealership as a Customer Service Representative. It was learned that LINDA MORE was the victim originally documented in the November 23, 2004, Littleton Police Department offense report regarding a harassment complaint lodged against DUANE MORRISON.

The investigation has since revealed that the Rocky Mountain Harley Davidson dealership had recently obtained permission from the Harley Davidson Corporation to
publish the specific graphics depicted on the business card found in EMILY KEYES’ wallet. It was also learned from the Rocky Mountain Harley Davidson staff that 250 of the cards bearing VINC E FAZIO’S name have been printed since their initial publication in May of 2006.

It was determined that the business cards were distributed from the service counter located in the service section of the establishment. The service counter is located separate from the sales floor of the business. It was also learned that the customer service staff was still in possession of approximately 200 of the business cards, leaving less than fifty in circulation.

Subsequent interview of LINDA MORE revealed a significant investigative lead. Investigators learned through conversations with MORE, that she was not known to utilize her middle name of SUSAN. According to MORE, close friends and long-time business associates were not knowledgeable of its existence. However, review of the Littleton Police harassment complaint revealed MORE’S complete legal name documented on the face page of the offense report. MORRISON may have learned of victim MORE’S complete legal name from police reports obtained during the discovery process.

Furthermore, interviews of victim EMILY KEYES’ immediate family, friends and fellow students have not revealed an occasion when victim KEYES would have obtained the business card. EMILY KEYES, nor her immediate family, have been known to patronize the Rocky Mountain Harley Davidson dealership.

The investigation of the Platte Canyon High School hostage incident further revealed that MORRISON had instructed several of the remaining female hostages to call their respective families while held captive in room 206. It is also known that at least two of the victims retrieved their cellular phones from their respective backpacks while under MORRISON’S immediate control. This would have provided MORRISON the opportunity to place the dealership’s card within victim KEYES’ wallet.

The CBI Crime Laboratory collected evidence from crime scenes associated with the Platte Canyon High School incident. The photographs and analysis have been submitted under a separate binder. However, it is important to note that forensic evidence proved that DUANE MORRISON sexually assaulted the hostages and that MORRISON’S .40 caliber Glock was used to kill EMILY KEYES.

In a report dated November 29, 2006, Special Agent STEVEN A. BONGARDT, assigned to the FBI Behavioral Analysis Unit, reviewed the suicide note authored by DUANE MORRISON. The FBI concluded that MORRISON was a significantly depressed individual whose mental state may have been deteriorating rapidly. The analysis further concluded that once MORRISON decided on his course of action, he appeared to have obtained some, at least overt, relief from making that decision and was determined to carry out his action with little chance of reversing his decision.
The analysis of MORRISON's suicide letter regarding his decision to target Platte Canyon High School remained unclear. According to BONGARDT, it's possible it was done at random or the fact that it was perceived by MORRISON as a "soft target."

This investigation disclosed no known relationship between DUANE ROGER MORRISON and EMILY KEYES or the KEYES family. There was also no known connection with Platte Canyon High School. No evidence was uncovered during this investigation indicating that DUANE ROGER MORRISON acted with a co-conspirator or voiced his desired actions.
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